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Topic: Inclusive growth and issues arising from it.  

 

1. It is argued that financial inclusion must be more ambitious and 

look beyond bank accounts. In the light of recently launched 

Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana, critically discuss what more 

needs to be done to herald true financial inclusion in India. (200 

Words) 

 

Financial inclusion has been touted as one of the most important tools for 

achieving inclusive growth and can increase the GDP of a country by 1-2 %. Apart 

from access to financial accounts it also includes access to Credit and financial 

services and, financial Literacy and advice and access to insurance products.  

 

Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana is a commendable step in the direction of 

financial inclusion( Providing every household with an account and many other 

benefits linked to that account like zero-balance account, insurance policy, 

overdraft facility, linkage to DBT schemes and AAdhar card ). But a study of RBI 

-  60% of accounts being dormant or failure of BC model do reflect on the 

limitations of viewing bank accounts as an end in themselves. Hence, PMJDY 

needs to be supplemented by following measures: 

 

1. We should leverage the use of existing and widepsread network of  post 

offices which are easily accessbile to all rural parts of India where banks 

don't prefer to go due to small volumes of business. Also, Posts has almost 

lost its original functions and is eager to venture into banking. 

2. Insurance schemes in Jan Dhan covers only lofe and death. Agriculture 

insurance in India is not much robust either. The existing insurance 

schemes need to be revamped and extended to livestock, property, etc. 

3. Tailored products must be offered for different sections of society. easily 

understandable and cater to the needs of rural household as seen by 

success of BRI in Indonesia. Eg- expanding of reach of insurance in 

PMJDY to health and crop.  

4. Technology need to be leveraged more effectively. Poor people don't 

always have to rush to banks or depend on Bank Saathis for transactions. 

Explosion of mobile telephony offers exciting opportunities for connecting 

far flung peoole with banking stream. m-Pesa of Kenya is a good example. 

5. Access to Financial literacy and financial advise through local volunteers 

as done by ASHA in case of Health literacy. There is a need to generate 

awareness among people to prevent their vulnerability from being abused 

by scams like Sharda. 
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6. Given the popularity of chit fund network especially in rural areas, 

financial inclusion strategies should leverage these networks. chit funds 

are not included within formal financial sector. Registered Chit Funds can 

be integrated with formal banking channels for robust lending and 

insurance 

7. Provide more access points. Small banks and payment banks are steps in 

this direction.  

8. Ensuring women have access to financial resources. The opening up of 

Bharatiya Mahila Bank is a welcome step in this regard. 

 

Access to and participation in the financial system can boost the creation of jobs, 

reduce inequalities in income, boost consumption, increase investments in 

education and help poor people cope with unexpected expenses or loss of 

income. Thus financial inclusion must be taken up more rigorously.  

 

Topic: environmental pollution and degradation 

 

2.  There are various arguments put forward against continuation of 

subsidies on fossil fuels in India. Critically examine the pros and 

cons of such subsidies and suggest if these subsidies should be 

continued or not. (200 Words) 

 

Recent trends in climate change and global warming has necessitated policy 
makers and think tanks to revisit the question of subsidies given to the fossil 
fuels. 

Advantages of subsidy cuts: 

1. Cutting fossil fuel subsidies and diverting them towards clean energy would 
definitely cut harmful emissions making the air cleaner. This means less 
pollution, lesser health problems and savings in public health expenditure.  

2. Deregulating fossil fuel prices would create a level playing field for alternative 
sources of energy, which because of heavy subsidies by government look costly 
and suppress their use. 

3. Withdrawal of subsidies would make fossil fuel costly and its natural offshoot 
would be conservation of fossil fuels. 

4. Would help government to normalize its twin deficit situation, promoting 
overall efficiency and competitiveness. 

5. The money can be diverted can be better spent on health, education, rural 
development etc. 

6. Would decrease India‘s dependence on foreign supplies of such fossil fuel.  

 

Disadvantages of subsidy cuts: 
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1. We are yet in a nascent stage of developing eco-friendly fuels and even phased 
withdrawal holds the potential of slowing down economic growth. 

2. The role played by fossil fuels in deriving national economy makes them a 
worthy candidate to receive subsidies; and once economic growth happens, 
issues like health, education rural development could be easily dealt with. 

3. Subsidies ensure the Economic reach of Food items Due to subsidised Diesel. 
Hence no subsidy can mean more hunger. 

4. Pollution, health problems, fiscal deficit, reduced development expenditure if 
subsidies are not cut.   

 

India though is #4 in Emission but there is huge Gap when compared with above 3 

that is china , Us and EU . Also per capita consumption is 15 times lower then 

American. There is no denial that Inefficient utilisation cause more harm than good 

A better approach will be "CBDR" , Green climate fund contribution by developed 

economies, Sharing Historical burden , technology transfer for Effective Utilisation. 

If such steps not taken, then it may be difficult to Phase out Fossil fuel. A phased cuts 

in subsidies on fossils along with assistance from developed world can together serve 

the purpose. Biofuel, biodiesel, ethanol blending, LNG can act as bridging the gap for 

short term to make the transition as smooth as possible. 

 
[Additional information:  

Recent developments: 

1. Shift from carbon subsidy to carbon tax regime. 

2. Increased coal cess to 100rs/tonne to discourage fossil fuel. 

3. BRT, cycle tracks, ban on certain construction works, 10yr old diesel vehicles 

etc.  

4. Deregulation of fuel price to make the consumers exposed to external shocks 

in oil supply. 

 
  

3.  In a reversal of its earlier stand, recently India accepted the 

request of the United States and some other developed countries to 

work towards phasing out refrigeration chemicals known as 

hydrofluorocarbons, or HFCs, under the Montreal protocol on 

ozone layer protection. Write a critical note on the importance of 

Montreal Protocol and examine how would India‟s policy 

change  affect industries and consumers in India. (200 Words) 

 

The Montreal Protocol (MP) aims at phasing out ozone depleting substances such as 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) that were 

mostly used in air conditioning, refrigerating and foam industry. However, HFCs are 

not ozone depleting, but have a high global warming potential.  
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Developed countries led by the US have been lobbying for the inclusion of HFCs 

within the MP. But this was opposed by developing countries led by India. The latter 

wanted HFCs to be governed by the Kyoto Protocol, which embodies the principle of 

"common but differentiated responsibility" (CBDR) unlike the MP which holds 

developed and developing countries equally responsible for elimination of banned 

chemicals. However, India has recently reversed her stand and agreed bring HFCs 

within MP. This would have the following implications: 

1. Given the absence of CBDR principle from the framework of MP, India will be 

subject to a targeted and time-bound action on phasing out of HFCs. 

2. India's refrigeration sector is likely to be adversely impacted as HFCs were its 

mainstay. They will now have to find an alternative (expensive) technology 

that too within a short time. Increase in the cost of production will directly 

increase prices for consumers.  

3. The next generation refrigerants are costly and patent protected by developed 

countries. Thus cost of this technology transition for India can be expensive.  

 

In order to reduce there undesirable impacts, India has to make a case for full 

compensation for India and other developing countries for the cost of technology 

transition and a longer time frame for this transition 

 

 

 

Topic: Effects of liberalization on the economy, changes in industrial policy and their 

effects on industrial growth.  

  

4.  Critically analyse what impact did reforms of 1991 have on 

agriculture sector in India. Also examine, in your opinion, which 

government policies have adversely affected this sector in recent 

years. (200 Words) 

 

The 1991 reforms has helped every sector of the Indian economy to evolve from its 
the then dilapidated condition. The growth of Agriculture sector is crucial as it 
touches the lives of 60% of the Indian population: 

1. Surplus labour of Agriculture was Not Moved into industrial labour due to low 
employment elasticity and Non labour intensive approach 

2. Job less growth due to Capital intensive industries caused further Disguised 
employment .  
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3. Inefficient Utilisation of subsidies with no Disemination of Knowledge for 
Agriculture . The acceptance of WTO norms has meant that the subsidy that 
can be provided into the agri sector would have to be capped. 

4. The rate of capital formation in agriculture came down, and the agricultural 
growth rate was also reduced; affected the purchasing power of the rural 
people and subsequently their standard of living 

5. Skewed structure towards Rice ,wheat while Pulses etc other crops were 
Neglected despite being imported costing exchequer 

6. Service Transition escaping the Manufacturing Indirectly weakened the Links 
between industries and Agriculture harming both 

7. Value addition in Food processing is high But still impetus was not provided 
due to Low skills 

 

 

5.  “It is insufficiently appreciated that India‟s border tax 

arrangements undermine Indian manufacturing and the „Make in 

India‟ initiative. Eliminating exemptions in the countervailing 

duties (CVD) levied on imports will address this problem.” 

Elaborate. (200 Words) 

 

Countervailing Duty (CVD) is imposed on the imports to neutralise the effect of 

excise duty which is imposed on domestic manufacturers which make them more 

expensive as compared to imported products. 

In absence of CVD the imported products which are mostly zero-rated in the 

source country, becomes cheaper than the domestic products which are relatively 

costlier because of excise duty. This harms the domestic industry. In other 

scenario of eliminating both the excise duty and CVD, the domestic products still 

costs higher because of input taxes like octroi, sales tax etc in domestic 

manufacturing which is not there in case zero-rated imported goods, thus 

harming domestic manufacturing. 

Other arguments that providing CVD exemptions help domestic manufacturers 

by way of cheaper imported inputs is countered by experts that CVD on inputs 

can always be claimed as input tax credit. Also saying that CVD exemptions are 

provided for some products as there is not domestic manufacturing of the 

product (or to make domestic units more competitive) is incorrect as it may be 

precisely because of CVD exemptions that domestic manufacturing in such 

products is not taken up as there is no level playing field for the latter in the first 

place. 

Therefore, it would be in interest of the domestic manufacturers and the 

ambitious 'Make in India' initiative of the government, to eliminate exemptions 

in CVD. 
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Topic: Indian economy – Growth and Development 

 

6. Write down some of the limitations of using GDP as an index of 

welfare of a country. (200 Words) 

 

GDP has been one of the most popular, frequent and consistent method for 

measuring growth. Besides being easy to measure, it is also measured 

universally, thus facilitating temporal and spatial comparisons. However, it 

suffers from certain limitations : 

 

1. Doesn't value intangibles like leisure, quality of life which go beyond 

economic growth 

2. Doesn't measure the quality and distributional aspects of growth. For e.g 

if the growth has been inclusive, sustainable etc 

3. A country with wide disparities in income could appear to be economically 

stronger, strictly using GDP, than a country where the income disparities 

were significantly lower. 

4. The existence of a large hidden economy may make comparisons based on 

GDP very misleading. 

5. It does not account for productive non market activities, for example, the 

services of a mother to her children, but it is not something what is paid 

for, or present on the market. 

6. Certain destructive events or activities can increase GDP while decreasing 

overall welfare, making the GDP an inaccurate gauge of social welfare. A 

massive hailstorm that creates demand for thousands of new roofs and 

windows in a particular region, for example, is not an economically 

beneficial event. 

7. Level of freedom enjoyed by people and their personal well being and  

satisfaction are not added to GDP. 

8. GDP is considered as an indicator of growth and not the development, 

which differs  

from growth in terms of quality of life. 

 

However, GDP shouldn't be discarded totally, but should be supplemented by 

other Development indicators such as UN's Human Development Index, Human 

Poverty Index, Gross National Happiness etc for better understanding the 

welfare of a country 
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7.  What are the instruments of monetary policy of RBI? How does 

RBI stabilize money supply against exogenous shocks? Examine. 

(200 Words) 

 

Monetary policy refers to the credit control measures adopted by the central bank of 

a country. RBI Performs Various Operation to Stabilise the Currency In the market: 

 

1. OMO - Open market Operation of sale of Govt securities on basis of Liquidity 

Adjustment Facility [Repo + reverse + MSF[ for SCB]] . Such operation injects 

and Squeeze money 

2. Deficit Financing 

3. Lender of last Resort 

4. Bank rate - For Long term lending 

5. CRR, SLR 

6. Sterilisation- Foreign currency is beefed Up In order to Depreciate the 

domestic currency through FCNR deposits , and other instrument like Buying 

Bonds in foreign currency through commercial banks  

7. Moral Suasion  

 

External shocks Can well be managed by sterilisation , FCNR , Convertability 

,RFPI etc. To strengthen against the External Causes there are also Bond buying 

in time of tapering and Quantitative easening by Foreign Central Banks . In this 

way Both type of shocks gets managed 

 

Topic: Indian economy – resource mobilization –issues 

 

8.  Examine how public debt is managed in India. Examine the 

objectives of public debt management and the strategy followed to 

manage it. (200 Words) 

 

Public debt is an important source of income for the government. When the 

revenue collected from taxes and such other sources in inadequate to meet the 

government's expenditure, borrowing may be resorted to. Public debt may be 

raised externally or internally. In India, the tools for raising public debt include 

government securities, treasury bills, post office savings certificates and national 

saving certificates. 

 

Currently, the main objectives of public debt management in India are: 

 

1. Meeting the Central Government‘s financing needs at the lowest possible 

long term borrowing costs; 

2. Keeping the total debt within sustainable levels; 
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3. Placing reliance on domestic borrowings over external debt; to do away 

with exchange rate volatilities/variations over long term. 

4. Developing deep and wide market for Government securities. 

 

Strategy adopted: revolves around elongation of maturity to mitigate refinancing 

risks; so stress is on issuance of long term bonds only. 

 

In order to implement this policy, while the Reserve Bank of India Act, empowers 

the RBI to manage the public debt incurred internally by way of securities, 

treasury bills and cash management bills, debt incurred externally is managed by 

the central government through the Finance Ministry. However, this strategy of 

the debt management results in fragmented jurisdiction of the management 

institutions, as a result of which a comprehensive picture of the government's 

liabilities is missing.  

 

It is against this background that the FSLRC has proposed the setting up of an 

independent Public Debt Management Authority to take over from the RBI the 

management of public debt. The establishment of the PDMA is an internationally 

accepted best practice as vesting of the public debt management with the central 

bank can conflict with the function of controlling inflation (RBI has to tackle 

inflation (enhance interest rates) as 

well as mange public debt (wants lower interest rates); resulting into a conflict  

of interest) Establishing the PDMA would help introduce much needed 

transparency in the handling of public debt. 

 

 

Topic: Land Reforms 

 

9. A recent report by an NGO has found that Asia is seeing high 

consolidation of land and land reform is moving in the opposite 

direction. Examine the reasons and compare this trend of Asian 

countries with India‟s experience. (200 Words) 

 

Recent legislations across various Asian countries seem to support land 

consolidation & go against land reform; reason are: 

 

1. Corporatization of agriculture: today cultivation involves costly inputs & 

scientific management; which often corporate world with deep pockets 

can easily manage; but corporate require profitability which demands 

economies of scale; via land consolidation; moreover small farmers cannot 

manage such costly agro-inputs. 
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2. De-congestion of agriculture sector: through various policy measures so 

that manpower can shift to service/industrial sector; to reduce 

overdependence on agriculture. 

3. Mass production: of crops/grains favours scientific methods such as 

application of chemicals & mechanization which favour consolidated 

holdings. 

4. Urbanization: has led to sky high prices of land; so small farmers often sell 

land to govt. or corporate; from state perspective such move is pro-

development. 

 

Indian experience: recently LARR-2013 has been amended through an ordinance 

to remove consensus of affected families & SIA; the idea was to bring down cost 

of land acquisition (reduce time delay) to ensure development via industries & 

projects; unfortunately the move created unrest in small farmers community. 

 

Examples from other Asian countries: 

1. Japan: opened leasing of farmland to all forms of corporations. 

2. Cambodia: has legislations for long term leasing of farm land by private 

companies. 

 

While the initial emphasis on Land reforms after Independence has died down, 

recent measures like contract farming and Land Acquisition Ordinance reflect on 

the growing tendency towards grabbing by corporates. The need of the hour is to 

reverse this trend and give impetus to rural development especially for peasants 

and small land-owners 

 

 

 

Topic: Government Budgeting; Mobilisation of resources 

 

10. „The fiscal deficit gives the borrowing requirement of the 

government‟. Elucidate. (150 Words) 

 

Fiscal deficit is the difference between the government's total expenditure and 
total receipts excluding the borrowings. In order to go for a desired level of 
growth and development, a government needs to spend more money than it was 
expected to generate in a particular period. 

This deficit can be financed either by borrowing or by printing more currencies. 
But Printing more currencies have its own disadvantages like: 

1. Increase in inflation proportionally 

2. Pressure on government for upward revision in wages and salaries of 

government employees, which will bring further inflation 
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So borrowing is the optimal solution left to the government. Borrowing includes 
the following: 

1. External Aids: It includes soft loans from IMF 

2. External Grants: It includes financial aids without interests or no 

repayment. 

3. Internal borrowings: It includes borrowing directly from the public 

through debt instruments(small savings schemes) and indirectly through 

SLR from commercial banks 

4. External borrowings: They are comparatively cheaper and longer terms. 
They are better than internal borrowings because it brings in foreign 
currencies and due to crowding out effect, which is providing space for 
others to borrow loan from the banks of the country. 

 

Fiscal deficit can be turned into advantageous to an economy by creating new 
capital assets to increase productive capacity and generate future income 
stream rather to finance revenue deficit. 

 

11. Write a note on the important components of Union government 

budget. Also examine the relation between government deficit and 

government debt. (200 Words) 

 

Components of budget: 
 
 The budget consists of revenue budget and capital budget. 
 Revenue account: shows the current receipt of govt and the expenditure 

that can be met from these receipts. It consists of: 
 

 Revenue receipt: these are the receipts of the govt that can't be reclaimed 
from govt. It is divided into:  

 
 Tax revenue: consist of proceeds of taxes and other duties levied by 

govt. 
 Non-tax revenue: consist of interest receipts on account of loans by 

central govt, dividends and profits, fees and other grants from foreign 
countries. 
 

 Revenue expenditure: It is expenditure incurred for purposes other than 
the creation of physical/financial assets of central govt. it is divided into: 
 
 Plan exp: it is related to exp of central plan and central assistance for 

state and UTs plan. 
 Non-plan exp: covers a vast range of general, eco and social service 

of govt.eg- subsidies, salaries, pensions etc. 
 
 Capital account: it is an a/c of the assets as well as liability of govt. 

it consists of:  
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 Capital receipt: all those receipt which create liability or reduce financial 
assets. 

 Capital expenditure: these are exp of govt in creation of physical/financial 
assets. It is categorized into:  
 
 Plan exp: relates to central plan and central assistance for state and 

UTs plan 
 Non plan exp: consist of various general,social,and economic services 

provided by govt. 
 

Debt and Deficit are closely related: If Government continue to borrow every year to 
finance its fiscal deficit, it leads to the accumulation of the debt. If the borrowing not 
used for creation of productive assets then debt turn into a burden on the future 
generations. If more debt, it reduce credit rating of the country thus makes future 
borrowings costly, less attractive destination for foreign investments. So lead to 
increased CAD and BOP crisis, High Inflation, Unemployment etc. 

Fiscal deficit is the indicator of the financial health and stability of the economy. 
 

 

 

Topic: Infrastructure – Railways 

 

12.  It is fact that the Indian railways and the organisation both are in 

crisis. Critically examine what needs to be done to improve 

railways‟ finances, efficiency and profitability. (200 Words)  

 

Indian Railways, a mammoth organisation - the lifeline of millions in India, is 

grossly inefficient and inadequate. It continues to show losses and represents a 

significant drag on the Indian economy. While, the sector has been opened upto 

100% FDI, little has changed on ground. The following are some suggestions to 

improve the finances, efficiency and profitability of the Railways: 

 

1. Stoppage of cross subsidization of passenger fare by liking it to a inputs costs 

index 

2. Corporatisation of Indian Railways as said by bibek debroi committee. This 

would help maintain arms length between government and management 

besides de-bureaucratisation of the same. 

3. Railways move away from non-core activities like production and 

construction, leaving room for private entry. Separation of rail track from 

rolling stock with two independent organizations responsible for these. 

4. Tapping multilateral funding agencies, take out financing by long-term funds, 

a long-term bullet bond or a zero-coupon bond and joint ventures with state 

governments for suburban rail. Leveraging railways‘ assets to raise funds such 

as monetization of land. 
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5. e-samiksha - It is an online portal to monitor the implementation of budget 

proposals. It can help in timely completion of projects and prevent time and 

cost overruns. 

6. Temporarily stopping the annual dividend to be paid by the railways to the 

central govt 

7. Refunding the social service obligation expenditure incurred from low 

suburban fares and freight rates for some essential commodities and 

uneconomical branch lines. 

8. Enhance safety on recommendations of kakodkar committee and better 

hygiene levels which can attract more people to travel in rail. This along with 

rationalisation of fares can improve revenue.  

9. Creating an IT infrastructure for handling the massive supply chain logistics 

besides developing of integrated cargo hubs and dry ports. 

10. Innovation council kayakalp to be as up (budget 2015) which can come up 

with cost saving innovations in railway functioning. Eg – train top solar panels 

etc. install piezoelectric sheets on the railway stations, the footsteps of 

millions of people and those who come to pickup/drop those millions of 

people can add up to a big source of energy. 

 

 

Topic: environmental impact assessment;  

 

13. Various environmentalists have raised concerns regarding 

construction of dams in the Himalayan region. Critically 

comment on these concerns, their scientific validity an the 

government‟s response to these concerns. (200 Words) 

 

 Concerns and validity of concerns: 

 

1. The Himalayas sit on a fault where two tectonic plates meet and is 

therefore, ecologically fragile  

2. HEPs require many activities like cutting of trees, Blasting the rocks which 

produces debris and distrubs the already delicate tectonic setups  

3. Chances of reservoir induced earthquakes. 

4. Projects in the para-glacial zone are very dangerous according to the 

environmentalists. 

5. Deforestation due to dam building will makes soil more fragile and may 

lead to landslides during heavy rainfall 

6. Weak Regulatory Mechanisms - Highly biased and Unscientific EIA, 

Poor implementation of laws, Grant of Clearance without proper 

application of Mind.  

7. Soil erosion, shifting of water streams, displacement 
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8. Scientific Evaluated reports like that of Wildlife Institute of India, CAG 

Report, G.B. Mukherjee Task Force or Geological Survey of India proves 

that above concerns are valid 

9. Proximity of HEPs to national parks and eco-sensitive areas can adversely 

affect flora and fauna 

10. Entire Ganga basin was in Seismic Zones IV and V,which carries the 

highest degree of catastrophe possibility. 

11. Silting, increasing salinity 

12. The poorly done compensatory afforestation for HEPs. 

 

Govt‟s response: 

 

1. Paying symbolic attention to concerns of environmentalists 

2. EIA continues to be wrong and unreliable as noted by Expert Committee 

3. Continued attempt to dilute the environmental Laws as recommended by 

T.S.R. Subramanian Committee 

4. Grant of clearance without taking into concern long term implications 

 

Before undertaking any dam construction, a cumulative EIA i.e. a cumulative 

assessment of dams, tunnels, blasting, the construction of power houses, garbage 

creation, mining and deforestation needs to be undertaken rather than making 

EIA of stand-alone projects. EIA reports should be done by an independent 

agency and not by the project proponent. Need to evolve a development model 

which takes ecological concerns into account, Sustainable Development is the 

only way forward 

 

 

Topic: Disaster Management 

 

14.  In the light of recent earthquake that crippled Nepal‟s economy 

and caused huge loss of lives of people, critically examine what 

policy measures needed to manage earthquake disasters. Also 

examine, if Japan‟s experience in managing these disasters can be 

emulated in India and Nepal. (200 Words) 

 

According to the seismologists, the earthquake itself is not the killer, but it is the 

unpreparedness among the society, in terms of inadequate infrastructure, which 

kills thousands. 

 

Measures needed 

 

1. Risk recognition – The fact that there is a risk first needs to be recognised. 

People need to be made aware of this risk.  
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2. Risk mapping – A SAARC seismology agency needs to be set up which will 

take up risk mapping of the areas in the region and divide them into zones 

depending upon amount of risk involved. 

 

3. Risk mitigation – This required investment in R and D to develop cost-

effective quake-resistant designs. As this cannot be taken up 

commercially, public funding is very important. Indegenous knowledge 

should also be used and disseminated. Eg- Assam tupe house or ikora 

style- these houses are made with walls of bamboo or reed mesh (ikora) 

and plaster set in a wooden framework. They have light tin roofs and 

wooden floors that are quake-resistant. The buildings are light, flexible 

and able to move with the swaying caused by tremors, without there being 

extensive casualties or damages.  

 

4. Conducting regular mock drills in vulnerable areas. NCERT has 

introduced DM in scholl level where children learn about various disasters 

and how to protect themselves when it occurs like protecting head with a 

table etc. This will keep them aware of the risks. Such awareness must also 

be spread among community. Social media can be extensively used for 

this purpose. 

 

5. The sites for all large dams and nuclear installations in the region need to 

be reevaluated from a seismic point of view. Cumulative EIAs must be 

taken up so that any development project does not hurt the sustainability 

of the area and it does not make the area more susceptible to disasters 

 

Lessons from japan: 

 

1. In japan, compliance of quake-resistant buildings is 80 %. Its model has 

many lessons for india and Nepal. It uses a earthquake early warning 

system which triggers an alert when seismic waves are detected. Since 

electric signals travel faster than seismic waves, the lead time is used to 

alert people via media, internet and also trains, elevators, industrial 

machines are automatically stopped. Such tech solutions can help reduce 

destruction of like and property. 

2. Japan provides tax incentives to people who build quake-resistant 

buildings. Such economic incentives could be used in india in high risk 

areas to ensure that people build quake-sensitive buildings.  
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15.  You are working as District Collector in a remote district in one of 

India‟s Northeastern states prone to frequent natural disasters. 

Recently a massive earthquake struck your district causing huge 

loss of property and lives. The situation is demanding urgent but 

careful relief measures to protect lives and offer humanitarian 

assistance to affected population. You are made incharge of relief 

work. How will you manage the situation? What will be your 

priorities? Discuss. (200 Words) 

 

Earthquakes are one of the most deadliest natural disasters which causes colossal 

loss of human lives, infrastructure etc therefore immediate actions is utmost 

required to reduce the loss. 

Initially i will inform the state government and will give an overview of the 

prevailing situation there via whatever means in available. Then since my district 

is a remote one therefore help will take time to come. So there is a need to make 

use of available resources judiciously.As in a earthquake the first 72 hours is 

being termed as the 'Golden Period' therefore all the concerned authorities needs 

to work in and out with effective coordination between them to optimize the time 

period. 

Immediate steps:- 

1. Make use of all resources like Disaster teams (if available), police, 

paramilitary forces, army(usually army is having wide presence in NE 

region), government officials and even NGO, civil society too along with 

all available technology to clear the debris and save the ones under them.  

2. All hospitals both government and private should be put on alert with all 

staff on standby to give medical services to injured ones. Taking help from 

retired doctors in the district can also be thought of.  

3. Further temporary tents also need to be constructed for the safe and less 

injured people. Also providing the information about the tents to people 

needs to be conveyed via community radios, loud speakers so that they 

can make use of it. 

4. People in the tents should be asked to keep the area clean, wear masks and 

to take other precautions to avoid diseases. Availabilty of adequate 

medicines is also needed to meet any unforeseen circumstances.  

5. Availability of food is another important concern which can be procured 

from all PDS shops and other shops in the district. 

6. Law and order also needs to be maintained in the district along with 

appealing to the public not to panic and support public authorities in their 

work. 
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7. Lastly a detailed analysis of the disaster needs to be prepared and sent to 

the state government including human ,economic loss and the estimated 

package required for reconstruction and development process. 

Long term steps:- After the earthquake, norms can be ensured for safer 

earthquake resistant buildings by giving desired suggestions to the state 

government for the same. Also encouraging people to construct these buildings 

will also help along with increased awareness about Do's and Don'ts during 

earthquakes via mock drills will definitely help the district in terms of 

preparedness to meet any such disasters in future. 

 

 

Topic: Issues related to IPR 

 

16. In its annual report on intellectual property right (IPR) laws and 

patent regimes of partner countries, the US Trade Representative 

(USTR) has again kept India on a ‘priority watch list’. What does 

it mean to India? Critically comment if concerns raised by US 

regarding India’s IPR laws are valid. (200 Words)  

 

USTR prepares list of countries whose IPR regime has negative impact on 

American products. And US govt can put sanctions on countries listed under 

Section 301 Report. India has been in ‗priority watch list‘ since beginning of 

Special 301 report in 1989. 

 

Implications on India: 

 

1. It is a warned caution to India to ensure that its IPR regime is in-line with 

global norms. Under extreme cases, it may lead to economic sanctions.  

2. It may have an adverse impact on US investments in India especially in R 

and D sector 

3. It may be next step towards more extreme category of "Priority foreign 

country". 

  

Concerns raised by US: 

 

1. Issues related to Movie and Internet piracy. India doesn‘t have separate 

Anti-camcording law or severe punishment regime for such piracies 

(genuine concern) 

2. Drug Price Control Order, 2013 imposes MRP restriction on more than 

350 essential drugs. But some drugs can be sold at higher prices, if they 

are manufactured in India using Indian technology while foreign 
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companies have to sell same drug at a fixed. Price by National 

Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA). This hurts IPR of 

Pharma MNCs (invalid concern) 

3. Trademarks misuse and counterfeiting: India has backlog of 1.5lakh+ 

cases related to trademark misuse. Even FICCI report says trademark 

owner loose nearly $12 billion annually because of counterfeit products in 

Indian market (valid concern) 

4. India doesn‘t have separate law to punish trade secrets violations and 

relies on outdated ―Contracts Act‖ (valid concern) 

5. SC ruling in Novartis/Glivec case restricting their renewal of patent (by 

making superficial changes in drug molecule structure) and India‘s 

Controller-General of patents order in NEXVAR judgment- giving 

compulsory licence to NATCO Hyderabad. MNC lobbyists have used this 

to wrongly portray India as biased against foreign MNCs (invalid concern 

as it was in public interest and also complies with TRIPS) 

6. US companies tried to patent various Indian ancient products like neem, 

basmati etc. The concerns raised by people that it is a community right 

and should not be misused by patenting it by some US company agonized 

US companies. (India‘s concerns) 

 

With rise of knowledge economy IPR regime of India surely needs overhauling; 

in this process US can be suitably involved to address American concerns. 

 

 

Topic: Economic growth and development 

 

17.  When it comes to economic growth models in developing 

countries, some analysts think that India will become more like 

Mexico than China in coming years. Critically examine why. (200 

Words) 

 

The International Monetary Fund‘s (IMF) forecast that the India‘s growth rate is 

likely to exceed China by 2016 has recently grabbed world attention. However, 

some analysts believe that India will become more like Mexico than China in 

coming years. This is because: 

 

1. China has invested large physical capital in manufacturing while India‘s 

low productivity manufacturing sector is full of small size firms. Ex: The 

share of MSMEs in manufacturing employment is 84% in India versus 

24.8% for China. Similarly in Mexico, more than two-fifths of the 

country‘s workers are employed in small and informal businesses. Small 

firms cannot reap economies of scale, cannot employ the best technology 

or management and thus are relatively less productive. 
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2. Both Mexico and India have a demographic advantage, at least for the 

next 20 years. However, if not properly skilled, trained and employed, the 

young population will continue to experience disguised unemployment 

 

3. Democracy in India and Mexico, in contrast with Communist rule in 

China, will not enable an iron fisted control of labour. Thus, china was 

able to provide cheap labour. 

 

4. Government policies play a key role by providing adequate infrastructure. 

Public spending on infrastructure in Mexico and India is far behind that in 

China. due to excessive red tape, difficulty in land acquisition, lack of basic 

infrastructure and anti-business labour laws; possibility to attract 

investment is difficult. 

 

Thus for India to emerge as next China; we need to focus above mentioned 

points; 

else we might become next Mexico which in spite of showing great potential in 

1994 prior to signing NAFTA was unable to achieve the much talked about 

economic 

potential. 

 

[Additional information - Both Mexico and China focused on export-led 

industrialisation (not on import-substitution industrialisation). Mexico also 

signed free trade agreement with US but as2/5th population was in small and 

informal sector which did not receive attention, labour also remained not as 

cheap as china. Thus, while china succeeded with its policy of export-led 

industrialisation, Mexico did not] 

 

 

Topic: Issues related to direct and indirect farm subsidies (indirectly 

related) 

 

18.Recently the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) notified the new priority 

sector lending norms. Discuss these norms and associated issues. 

(200 Words) 

 

 

PSL has been a major instrument of RBI for achieving financial Inclusion and 

ensuring that the banks cater to the needs of the masses. Recently, the Reserve 

Bank of India (RBI) notified the new priority sector lending norms which are as 

under: 
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1. loans to sectors such as social infrastructure, renewable energy and 

medium enterprises will be treated as PSL; thus adequate attention has 

been paid to emerging priorities such as climate change, social inequality 

and fund scarcity among MSEs 

 

2. while retaining a 40% PSL target for domestic banks, the distinction 

between direct & indirect agriculture has been dispensed with; a sub-

target of 8% for small & marginal farmers within agriculture, a target of 

7.5% & 10% for micro-enterprises & weaker sections has been prescribed; 

thereby adopting a more holistic approach towards agriculture. However 

banks will be inclined towards lending agro-companies who are more 

creditworthy than individual (medium & large) farmers. 

 

3. PSL targets of foreign banks at 40% with sub-targets being applicable for 

banks having more than 20 branches. Further, they have been given a 5 

year timeline to achieve the targets. RBI has adopted a incremental and 

balanced approach, thus ensuring fair competition along with retaining 

the attractiveness of the sector for foreign banks. 

 

However, concerns remain especially over how the banks are going to implement 

these provisions especially when their balance sheets are unhealthy and levels of 

NPA are unacceptably high. Also, banks may not reach their targets due to 

presence of MUDRA with the same objective. Positive impact of the shift would 

be- it makes it hard for banks to miscalculate under sectoral lending. Refining 

through sub-targeting would help those like marginal farmers get their due. 

 

19. As mandated, the Commission for Agricultural Costs and Prices 

(CACP) recommends MSPs at national level for twenty three crops, 

but effectively price support operates primarily in wheat and rice 

and that too in selected states. Examine the consequences and 

effectiveness of measures taken by the government to address this 

issue. (200 Words) 

 

The commission for agriculture costs and prices recommends Minimum Support 

Prices (MSP) for twenty three crops to union government at national level. But 

the two  major fallouts of green revolution i.e. its limitation to wheat and rice 

and  covering only some parts of India where irrigation resources were available 

have rendered the effectiveness of price support to rice and wheat and that too 

in  selected states. Even in these states the major beneficiaries are big-farmers 

as they have resources for huge surplus production and their pressure on 

state  governments for procurement of their produce. To address this issue 

Government has taken following measures with their consequences: 
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1. It is trying to rationalise the price support offered to different crops, but this 

will work effectively if state governments also limit their support above  MSPs. 

2. It is decentralising the procurement of food-grains for PDS to state 

governments  and limiting their share to the requirement of their own state's 

PDS. By doing this monopoly of states can be broken and every state will have 

its own share of procurement. This has dual benefit of reducing transportation 

cost and providing income security to poor region‘s farmers. 

3. It is asking states to procure food from small-farmers though no effective 

and  targeted policy is introduced in this direction. 

4. Many schemes for increasing the production of other crops like oil-seeds 

and  pulses are been initiated and scope of green revolution is expanded to 

include hitherto untouched area. It will have many positive consequences if 

implemented effectively. 

5. Online procurement monitoring system is being developed to provide daily 

information of procurement countrywide.  

 

India has achieved food security as a result of green-revolution but its ill-effects 

are need to be solved by correcting the balance of crops grown and inter- state 

parity. 

 

 

Topic: marketing of agricultural produce and issues and related 

constraints; 

 

20.  Write a note on the recent initiatives taken by the 

government to reform agricultural marketing in India. (200 

Words) 

 

Agricultural marketing has an an important role to play in the overall agricultural 

development. It provides economic security to farmers by way of fair and 

remunerative compensation for agricultural produce. At the same time, it 

ensures affordable and accessible food products to consumers thereby reducing 

the inflation. Keeping in view the role of agricultural marketing in Indian 

agriculture, the government has taken various steps for its harmonious 

development. 

 

1. The Dept of agriculture has advised the states to create a single market 

throughout state territory with a single licence so that agriculture product 

can be moved without any restriction. 

2. Govt has worked towards developing the national market and for this 

purpose an e-platform will be designed from the agriculture tech 
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infrastructure fund(ATIF) so that marketing of agriculture produce will be 

done through all states without any restriction. 

3. Central govt requested the state govt to exempt fruits and vegetables from 

the purview of APMC act and many state govt has responded positively to 

this move of central govt. Kisan mandi are also being developed in some 

regions. 

4. Besides this, government has also decided to improve the warehousing 

and transportation of agricultural items, opening new cold chain and 

logistical improvement. Recently, the approval has been granted for 

setting up of 17 new mega food parks for processing and export of 

agricultural commodities. 

 

Amendment Consumer Protection Act,1986 to make hoarding a non-bailable 

offence and improve 3-tier grievance redressal system. 

 

 

Topic: Economics of animal rearing 

 

21.  Critically comment on the issues related to implementation of 

government‟s new deep-sea fishing policy based on the 

recommendations of the Meenakumari committee. (200 Words) 

 

Fishing in india has been a traditional occupation and india has many 

communities of fishermen. The 12th FYP also suggested a renewed focus on this 

sector by modernization of fishing trawlers, introduction of mother vessels and 

upgrading cold storage facilities 

 

Background: Murari committee report in the mid-1990s and the deep-sea 

fishing policy of 2004, though meant to revive this sector, actually led to its 

further decline. There was a sharp reduction in the number of large fishing 

vessels operating under joint ventures as a result of this policy. This left the bulk 

of the fishing resources of India's vast exclusive economic zone (EEZ) either 

unexploited or underexploited. Also, there is, therefore, little scope for raising 

fish output in waters up to a depth of 200 metres. 

 

What the repost says and the associated issues: 

 

1. Fishing vessels of length 15 m or more be allowed to operate in EEZ 

(between 22 km and 370 km beyond territorial waters) after getting a 

letter of permission from the centre. These ships can be owned or 

acquired by Indian entrepreneurs or by joint ventures with up to 49 per 

cent foreign investment. It can thus help boost deep water fishing. 

However, traditional fishermen fear that such fishing ventures will 
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threaten their livelihood by encroaching into some of the areas, which are 

now within their reach. 

 

2. The report notes that productivity from the coastal zones has either 

plateaued or is on the decline due to over-exploitation. There is, therefore, 

little scope for raising fish output in waters up to a depth of 200 metres. 

However, waters beyond a 500-metre depth are not optimally tapped and, 

thus, offer considerable scope for augmenting fish output. This zone 

abounds in tuna and tuna-like species, which are in great demand 

globally. This could harm the marine ecology. 

 

3. Report notes that Indian fishing industry is ill equipped – both in terms if 

technology and finance. Thus resources remain untapped. So, it suggested 

that the Indian fishing companies should be encouraged to either get hold 

of larger and well-equipped fishing ships or form joint ventures with 

foreign companies. The inadequacy of Indian fishing activity in the EEZ 

has left the field open for poaching by foreign trawlers.  This, however, 

may come at the cost of livelihood of local fishermen.  

 

4. The panel asks to create a buffer zone between the near-shore and 

offshore regions (between 200 metres and 500 metres in depth) to 

augment resources in the coastal as well as deep-sea regions. Though it is 

still unclear whether the buffer zone will be a "no-go" area or selective 

fishing will be allowed, fisher folks generally tend to view it as a denial of 

their right to operate in these waters. 

 

Though india needs a ―blue revolution‖ and modern technology, it should not 

come at the cost of livelihood of the traditional fishermen. A more 

comprehensive approach including all stakeholders and technological innovation 

funded by govt is needed. 

 

Topic: Economic growth and development; Science and Technology- developments and 

their applications and effects in everyday life 

 

22.  Discuss the benefits of Big Data to economic development of 

a nation. (200 Words) 

 

Big data is a popular term used to describe the exponential growth and 

availability of data both structured & unstructured; it is a combination of 

structured data such as bank account numbers & balance as well as unstructured 

data such as call centre data, customer feedback, social media  

patterns and emails etc 
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such massive volume of data if subjected to thorough analysis can provide 

valuable insights into customers/beneficiary behaviour and eventually help 

firms/corporations/governments to improve upon their decision making (better 

consumer targeting); translating into higher efficiency & productivity. 

 

1. Companies can use Big Data to record their customers' preferences like 

timings, likes and dislikes, habits, etc. aprt from their age, location, etc. 

This will allow the companies to tailor their products accordingly and offer 

customized services. This will bring more satisfaction to the customer and 

more brand value to the company. Eg- banks can send sms to a customer 

about the nearest atm when the customer is abroad (if they know about 

customer‘s plans of travelling abroad) 

2. Weather data from various sources & places can be collected and duly 

analyzed to bring out better prediction of weather events such as 

monsoons, cloud burst; help us adopt precautionary measures to 

minimize causalities. 

3. Massive data with UIDAI can be used to ensure DBT to prospective 

beneficiaries; thus improving governance. 

4. Analysis of fund transfer, emails, web accounts can enhance our 

preparedness to tackle emergent situations such as rioting & terrorism. 

5. Energy consumption data can help us evolve smart grids, be energy smart 

and direct power supply to most needed places during acute shortage. 

6. Data in the space sciences are collected and possible consequences and 

nature of cosmic phenomenon are observed using Big data.  

7. In rapid changing environments like stock markets Big data is of greater 

help for drawing patterns, graphs, analysis and accuracy. 

8. Data on agriculture collected through satellite can be used for insurance 

purposes, studying agriculture patterns etc which can be used as inputs to 

make agricultural decisions 

9. Data of the world can map consumption patterns according to which 

industry can adjust production 

10. Big data on genes has helped us map DNA and further study of patterns 

can unlock huge potential for pharma sector 

 

Big data requires high costs and expertise for running algorithms, so government 

can incentivize the Indian IT sector towards capacity building. However it must 

be remembered Big Data in itself is not of use unless it is structured and 

analyzed. There is a need to build institutional capacity to make use of such data 

and the same time enhancing skill of people to provide actionable inputs from 

such data. 
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23. Why is LED lamp more efficient than CFL or incandescent 

lamps? Also compare  their environmental impact. (200 Words) 

   

Light Emitting Diode (LED) bulbs are more efficient than Compact Fluorescent 

(CFL) and traditional incandescent bulbs because LED bulbs produce light by 

running an arc of electrical current between two electrodes. This method of 

generating light is a more efficient than generating light by the heating of 

tungsten filaments in incandescent/halogen bulbs and exciting mercury gas by 

electricity in CFL bulbs. 

 

This gives LED bulbs following advantages over the other two varieties: 

 

1. They use less power (watts) per unit of light generated. 

2. LEDs have a longer lifetime, since they don't have a filament and are solid.  

3. LEDs are more robust as they turn on instantly. They are also less 

sensitive to temperatures and humidity. 

4. In the long run they are less expensive. 

5. They have a higher output and lesser heat losses. 

 

These advantages translate into a positive impact of LEDs on the environment: 

1. Since they use less power, they have a smaller carbon footprint and result 

in lesser greenhouse emission; 

2. Because they are long lasting, smaller number of these bulbs go into 

landfills; 

3. Unlike CFLs, LEDs do not contain mercury or other heavy metals like lead 

and cadmium. Therefore, they result in lesser environmental 

contamination and less personal exposure of humans to hazardous 

material. According, they are a more efficient and environment friendly 

choice over CFLs/halogen bulbs. 

 

Topic: Awareness in the fields of IT, Computers 

 

24.  What are the objectives of „internet.org‟ launched recently by 

Facebook? Comment on the controversy surrounding its launch. 

(200 Words) 

 

Internet.org is an initiative undertaken by internet giant Facebook. Under the 

said initiative, Facebook plans to tie up with Reliance Communications to offer 

the latter's subscribers free access to a pre-selected bouquet of over three dozen 

websites including Facebook, Microsoft‘s Bing search engine, Reliance Astrology 

and some content and news sites. The stated objective of Facebook is to make 

available internet to people who don‘t have it by lowering the cost of accessing 

internet, thereby raising awareness of the internet's value. 
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However, this initiative has come under increasing criticism because of the 

following reasons: 

 

1. This initiative is violative of the principle of net neutrality, according to 

which all traffic on the Internet must be treated equally by internet service 

providers. The internet.org initiative by providing a limited websites, 

which include Facebook as the centrepiece, omits a huge part of the 

internet.  

2. In addition to this, the other issue relates to the fact that all participants in 

internet.org are all players with commercial intent. Therefore, by this 

initiative, they bag a competitive advantage over the others.  

3. Further, this initiative undermines an user's autonomy to choose what 

website he/she wishes to access as Facebook makes the choice without 

consulting the user.  

 

While countries such as Chile and Slovenia have banned such zero-rating 

schemes, many European countries are considering the same. In this light, India 

must also make an objective assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of 

such initiatives and bring in appropriate legislation on the issue of net neutrality.  

 

25.  Internet apps such as Skype and Whatsapp are under attack 

for providing free service of internet-based calls and media 

exchange. Examine the merits and demerits of such services and 

discuss if these free services should be regulated. (200 Words) 

 

Merits 

 

1. Innovation is the root of scientific development. These apps are the expression 

of technological innovativeness. 

2. Such apps have increased the connectivity among people, while redefining 

ways of doing business 

3. Whatsapp is being used by police depts now, where people can report a crime 

without actually visiting the police station and ask for help 

4. It has strengthened the social fabric, where relatives living far away can talk 

regularly, without worrying about call rates 

5. They have immense contribution to education; medical field through distance 

use and learning. 

6. Can also be used by the government to spread/raise awareness among the 

populace  

7. e-Commerce, has been game changer especially for MSMEs and Traditional 

products who can market and sell their products to a wider  

 

Demerits: 
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1. There have been several incidents where militants are being recruited through 

such social networks.  Has made committing crimes easy especially trans-

national, because its very tough to track down the origin of Criminals. 

2. The uploaded pictures can also used unethically by some anti social elements 

3. They might be quick medium of spreading rumours and communal violence. 

4. They are eroding the revenue base of ISP companies. SMS has virtually came 

to a halt by the advent of whatsapp. 

5. They provide the platform for which OTT service providers don‘t pay and reap 

benefits. OTT companies have grown far bigger than cellular companies like 

the giant Google itself. 

6. These are highly sensitive to network quality and congestion which can impact 

the continuity of calls at times 

7. Further they do not work in the absence of power supply which can be a great 

disadvantage for rural areas. 

 

However, it may be noted that technology is essentially value-neutral and can be 

either used or abused. The onus is completely on us to use it to its fullest extent 

and deter its misuse. A regulation on these services will only impede the 

revolutionary potential of these services. It may also open these services to 

further regulation and susceptible to subversion by Corporates and other vested 

interests. These services are Global-commons and shall be treated as such. 

Meanwhile, legislation should be enacted to deter their misuse. 

 

 

 

Topic: Security challenges and their management in border areas; 

 

26. Discuss the challenges faced by India in managing various 

security challenges in its eastern borders at present. (200 Words) 

 

Various security challenges faced by india at its eastern border are Drug 

trafficking , arm trafficking (recently, mentally ill people in Manipur were used to 

transfer arms across the border. If they get cought, they will not know who gave 

them the weapons. Thus security forces will be helpless) human trafficking , 

illegal smuggling of animal part or artefacts, intervention of various outside 

forces( state as well as non state actors) , in migration of people etc.  

 

` Challenges in effective tackling of above said security issues are : 

 

1. `Porous borders:- Eastern border is close to Golden triangle and India acts 

as a passage for drug trafficking. Porous border also lead to smuggling of arms 
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to insurgents in North east states (NNC (Naga National Council) and MNF 

(Mizo National front) get arms from across the border) 

2. Geographical challenges:- North east states are connected to rest of india 

by chicken neck and also difficult terrain in region often become major 

obstacle. hostile terrain replete with 

dense jungles, hills, swamps & rivers are difficult to manage 

3. Border fencing issue: unlike Indo-Pak border, fencing along our eastern 

border is far from completion; further fencing itself is a challenging task due 

to presence of marshes, swamps, & big rivers etc; Infact innovative proposals 

such as floating fences are under implementation. 

4. Political factors:- It includes failure to pass land boundary agreement bill , 

regional political pressure etc. 

5. Land acquisition issues: delays in land acquisition have reduced the pace 

of border fencing; at some places state government has been unable to acquire 

land for construction of border outposts; at a few places protests have broke 

out against border fencing. 

6. Environmental clearances: particularly from various forests such as 

national parks, tiger reserves etc are prime cause for delays in border fencing, 

road & outpost construction etc. 

7. Repeated insurgencies: particularly in north-eastern states have further 

deteriorated the security condition; can be attributed to lack of development.  

 

Therefore need of the hour is to expedite the process of fencing along the border, 

develop required infrastructure, provide adequate livelihood to locals and engage 

various factions/insurgents in political dialogue process. Ii will not only secure 

our borders but also help us on foreign policy front. 

 

 

Topic: Indian economy – employment 

 

27.  In your opinion, how should India‟s labour laws be 

reformed? In the light of recent debate on the issue and 

government‟s initiatives in this regard, critically discuss. (200 

Words) 

 

That India's complicated labour law regime is in dire need of reform is an open secret 

 

Issues: 

 

1. Since 1947, India has crafted a plethora of labour laws involving safety at 

workplace, wages, social security and industrial relations. added layers of 

complexity to the overall labour law landscape. On the one hand, it has 

distorted the labour market and on the other it has increased compliance costs 
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of companies. These laws are a big reason for the substitution of capital for 

labour. This has hurt Indian labour—in terms of employment, training and 

opportunities—and has not helped anyone. 

2. There are over 200 laws related to labour. Labour being in concurrent list, 

many states and even centre have enacted laws. So many laws leads to 

confusion about regulation giving rise to inspector raj.  

3. Due to the complex and massive numbers of labour laws, industries prefer to 

hire contractual labourers not covered under these laws and without any 

social security or termination protection. (Industrial dispute act demands 

government approval in case company having more than 100 employees 

wants to lay off its employees) 

4. Another major weakness in current labour reforms is less focus on 

apprenticeship. Our education system is not responsive to need of market 

therefore apprenticeship becomes important.  

 

Solutions: 

 

1. Bundle related laws into a specific legal code for a particular industrial aspect. 

For example, laws related to social security—such as the Employees‘ Provident 

Fund and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, the Employees‘ State Insurance 

Corporation Act and other laws—will be bundled into a single social security 

law or code. Similarly, laws on remuneration of employees will be merged into 

a single law. This drastically reducing the number of laws that companies are 

subjected to reduces compliance costs. 

2. If each state were to have its own variant of labour law ―reforms‖, the issue of 

compliance costs will return. Thus, union govt should spearhead the efforts so 

that there is uniformity of changes, which will be appreciated by the 

companies.  

3. Laws for formation of trade unions should be relooked and multiple trade 

unions in one entity should be avoided. 

4. Security and equal working conditions of women. 

5. In view of undue harassment by the inspectors, recent step by govt for a new 

inspection scheme based on a computer based allocation o indutry for 

inspection and transparent publication of report on the website is a good 

measure. 

6. Use of e-technology is another area which needs to be stressed upon. 

Designing single window portals for clearance of various formalities will help 

not only in reducing red tapism and quicker compliance.  

7. Liberalising apprenticeships. Labour information system should be 

maintained.  

8. Flexibility to undertake layoffs, ensuring adequate benefits and a reasonable 

notice period is needed. Eg rajasthan has passed act which allows firms 

flexibility to terminate upto 300 employees without govt approval, unlike the 

industrial disputes act under which a firm employing more than 100 workers 
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need to get permission from state govt for lay off which is usually not given or 

delayed.  

9. Contract labourers should be covered under workmen's compensation act for 

accidents, with inflation linked wages and limited social security benefits from 

employee state insurance act and maternity benefit act extended to them 

Topic:  issues relating to intellectual property rights 

 

28. “To realise the twin dreams of „Innovate in India‟ and „Make 

in India‟, the government needs to build a competitive, thriving 

environment by prioritising scientific research with a strong 

intellectual property (IP) system.” In the light of the statement 

critically analyse nature of India‟s present IP regime, the changes it 

requires and its importance to India‟s economy. (200 Words) 

 

India‘s current IP regime: 

 

1. IP in India is regulated by several laws, rules and regulations under the 

jurisdiction of different ministries/departments. 

2. Clauses in the Patents Act of 2005 provide for a high standard of patentability, 

allows for compulsory licensing provisions and pre- and post-grant objection 

to patents. Not all of these are in tune with established international best 

practices. 

3. Enforcement environment remains challenging with high levels of physical 

and online piracy 

 

However, patent laws in India are compliant with the Agreement on Trade-

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). 

 

Importance of a strong IP regime to India‘s economy: 

 

1. IP has direct bearing on FDI in research and technology oriented sectors. This 

would in turn increase economic growth, entrepreneurship, productivity, 

access to technology and productive employment. 

2. Less than 50,000 patent applications are filed every year in India. India 

attracts only 2.7 per cent of global R&D spend. Some analysts attribute this to 

India‘s IP regime. 

3. It would foster innovation and creativity in our knowledge economy 

 

Changes required in India‘s IP regime: 

 

1. While India‘s IP laws are robust, there is a need to review IP-related rules for 

better enforcement- especially to prevent and punish piracy 
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2. Need for uniformity and harmonization in the IP policies to improve 

predictability, transparency and effective implementation 

3. Need for setting up patent benches in high courts for fast enforcement. Setting 

up of commercial courts is a welcome step in this direction. 

4. Spread more awareness among people regarding benefits of IP rights. 

 

 [Additional information: According to GIPC ( Global Intellectual Property 

Center), economies with robust and higher IP protection have 50 per cent 

more innovative output and are 40 per cent more likely to invest in research 

and development. 

 statutes governing different kinds of IP in India are the Trade Marks Act, 

1999, Patents Act, 1970, Copyright Act, 1957, Geographical Indications of 

Goods (Registration and Protection), 1999, Protection of Plant Varieties and 

Farmers' Rights Act, 2001, Biological Diversity Act, 2002. nodal department 

for trademarks, patents, designs and geographical indications is the 

Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion (DIPP), which functions under 

the Ministry of Commerce and Industry; copyright is administered by the 

Ministry of Human Resource Development, plant varieties and farmers' rights 

is administered by the Ministry of Agriculture; and biological diversity is 

administered by the Ministry of Environment and Forests. 

 The 'Make in India' vision cannot survive in the long-term without concrete 

measures to build a concurrent 'Create in India' movement.] 

 

29.  Ten years have passed since the Indian Patents Act, 1970 was 

amended in 2005 to bring the country‟s laws in line with the 

Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (TRIPS). Critically discuss its salient features and their role 

in making India the “Pharmacy of the Third World”. (200 Words) 

 

Indian patent act was amended to bring it in sync with TRIPS agreement as per 
India's commitment to WTO which made the patent laws more stringent with 
necessary safeguards. 

The salient features of Indian Patent act post amendment are 

 

1. Changing patent definition from process patent to product patenting. 

2. Addition of section 3d to the Act against evegreening of patents to prevent 

undue benifits to the patent holder. (Novartis) 

3. Provision of compulsory licensing under which license can be given to 

companies every before expiry of the tenure of original patent holder on the 

grounds of public interest. (natco pharma) 

4. Making enforcement of provisions more strong with establishment of 

Intellectual Property Apellate tribunal in cases of appeal against the decision. 
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India is being regarded as the pharmacy of the third world as its generic drug 

makers supply affordable drugs to poor countries such as sub-saharan african 

nations for diseases such as Malaria and AIDS augmenting public healthcare 

systems. However, Indian patent regime is criticised as inadequate in protecting 

IPRs with outcomes such as putting India in Priority Watch list by US, Need is to 

strike a balance between public interest in terms of affordability and a need to 

protect IPRs in order to support innovations. 

 

Topic: Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation 

 

30. Write a critical note on the role of the National Green 

Tribunal (NGT) in addressing the problem of environmental 

pollution and degradation in India. (200 Words) 

 

National Green Tribunal was set up under National Green Tribunal Act,2010 

with an aim to provide protection to environment,conservation of forests and 

other natural resources along with enforcement of legal rights for environment 

and giving relief and compensation for damages to persons and property. Some 

of the main judgement of NGTs are: 

 

1. Banning any diesel vehicle of more than 10 years old in Delhi and NCR region. 

2. Penalising the Construction companies in Bellandur wetland in Banglore. 

3. Proposed plan for rejuvenating the Yamuna river for 52km stretch in Delhi 

and UP region. 

4. Cancelling clearance of CG coal mine, Vedanta and POSCO in Odisha. 

5. Sand mining order put a ban on all forms of Illegal River and Ocean bed sand 

mining which were rampant across the country are very important in 

sustainable development and environmental protection. 

 

However despite various proactive support being taken by the tribunal the 

pollution levels has been continuously rising over the years. This is due to lack of 

effective support from government both at the centre as well in states. 

Inefficiency of Central and State pollution control boards is another reason for it. 

This often results in delays in implementing the tribunal's decision. Without 

adequate support from the government side NGT is unable to have a vigilance 

throughout the country due to its limited capacity and staff. Further despite 

solving a long number of cases still there is a long list of pending cases in the 

tribunal which adds to the problem. Lastly the tribunal is not having suo-moto 

powers which also restricts its ambit in the area of environment. 

 

 In the act there is a provision for appeal to tribunal within a period of 6 month of 

origin of cause of environmental problem. This is small time for reflection of 

negative impacts of environmental changes. This shall be increased to 
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considerable time. There are also certain issues related to appointment of 

members and chairperson. It has come under attack with pro-corporate bodies 

for hindering the development  project with its activism and government is 

considering to dilute its provisions  but it will be against the spirit of constitution 

and sustainable development.  

 

Citing the increasing pollution levels in the country having a adverse impact on 

health the role of NGT gains more importance.The Central and State government 

should work in collaboration with NGT to secure the environment with 

better,faster enforcement of NGT orders 

 

 

Topic: Disaster Management 

 

31. Write a critical note on the role of media in disaster management. 

(200 Words) 

 

Media can play a major during disaster. They can aid in information dissemination 

about help-line, aid-distribution camps, emergency phone number or the needs of 

the people. Further, they can also help in quashing rumors and prevent panic 

situation. Media can also help in mobilizing resources [money, volunteers etc] from 

other areas. Their impetus on disaster also forces government to upgrade Disaster 

management as a priority. 

Also, they also have a role in disaster preparedness and disaster mitigation. They acts 

as very effective channels for communicating disaster awareness [for e.g. recent 

media coverage on earthquake has heightened awareness among people] and steps to 

taken in course of disaster. For example, media can run short commercials or 

educational programs about cyclones and Tsunamis in coastal areas. It can also make 

people aware about safe shelters, evacuation tactics designed by government, and 

better ways to build their homes and public infrastructure in coastal cities. Further 

they can enforce government accountability by highlighting the government's acts of 

commission or omission w.r.t. disaster management. 

However, their role has come under severe criticism especially during Nepal 

earthquake. In their search for TRPs and sensationalism, media has ignored the 

journalistic ethics. They have resorted to exaggeration of ground situation and even 

interviewing people who are in distress. Further, as much they can quash rumors, 

they may also aid in proliferation of rumors. Also, at-times it has been seen that 

media tends to shift focus on non-important issues as was witnessed during 

Uttarakhand floods when the visits of politicians were given more space than the 

disaster management. 

Thus, the need of the hour is to also involve a humanistic angle to journalism. Active 

media is the need of the hour but not at the cost of ethics and ethos of humanism 
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